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A few more combos that will work in this deck: COMBO 1 One of the most important aspects of this deck redundancy. The fact that so many cards here can replace each other makes the deck very elastic. Classic Combo Is Blast Station - Karmic Guide - Reveillark Step 1: Donation Of Karmic Guide to Blasting Station. Do one damage.
Step 2: Donate Reveillark to Blasting Station. When Reiveyark leaves the battlefield, he returns the Karmic Guide to the battlefield. Step 3: Stack triggers so Blasting station untaps until the ETB trigger's Karmic Guide decides. It's important. Step 4: Respond to the ETB Trigger of the Karmic Guide by donating to the Explosive Station. The
trigger ETB then decides, bringing Reveillark back to the battlefield, unused Blasting Station.Step 5: Restart the combo over and over again and machine gun your opponents to death. The sequence is achieved through redundancy. Saffi Eriksdotter can replace Karmic Guide or Reveillark in the aforementioned combo. Saffie Eriksdotter
and Solar Titan achieve the same effect. Fiend Hunter and Sun Titan achieve the same effect. Fiend Hunter and Karmic Guide achieves the same effect.COMBO 2Step 1: Get the Boonweaver Giant into the game, whether by casting it, resusciting it. As soon as the Giant enters the battlefield, you get the Rebirth.Step 2: Sacrifice
Boonweaver Giant through one of the many bags available in this deck. The Revival trigger template goes to the stack and you get the Karmic Guide, the Boonweaver resuscitation, which in turn resuscitates the Rebirth pattern.Step 3: Sac Boonweaver again, this time extracting Fiend Hunter in exile Karmic Guide.Note: Depending on
which bag of sockets you have, Fiend Hunter and Karmic Guide automatically win (using Blasting Station). If you don't, move on to Step 4.Step 4: Sac Fiend Hunter Bringing The Karmic Guide Back, Resuscitation Boonweaver Giant. Sac Karmic Guide, then Boonweaver and bring Reveillark.Step 5: Donation Reveillark resuscitate Karmic
Guide and Fiend Hunter. The Karmic Guide resuscitates the Boonweaver Giant and Fiend Hunter then links Karmic Guide.You now have a loop that lets you search your library for each creature and put them on the battlefield. Hello, I'm Patrick and I'm a combo addict. I know what you're thinking; how can someone like me who has been
playing Magic: Gathering for over 15 years, be so single-minded in his want to brew only a jankiest combo? I would love to have an answer for you, but I know how indispensable EDHREC is at feeding that addiction! This series presents different aspects of the game combo deck, from the specifics of this combo, how combo players look
to build such a deck as we can get more consistency in our Format. Finally, I will prove that the combo-style deck does not have to be degenerate. In fact, it's not! If it pleases the court, I present as evidence Exhibition: Reveillark and Karmich Karmich Combo: Reveillark and Karmic Guide are the main combos in most cemetery recursion
decks that use white. It's such a powerful combination of effects that many decks run it solely at cost rather than building decks around them, so our journey to jank starts here. It's the kind of combo that people don't hate because it's fast and to the point; however, there is often untapped potential when all the pieces are collected on the
board. Let's start with what the two cards do and do. Interaction: Obviously this combo is all about getting creatures from a graveyard on the battlefield. To make sure we're all on the same page let's work through an idealized situation and then move on to how to improve and make the best use of the combo. In this idealized situation, the
Karmic Guide and some value creature with force of 2 or less are in our graveyard. Let's use the Walls will take for convenience and for the love of drawing maps. We call Reveillark, who forces us to sacrifice them as soon as he gets on the battlefield. This causes him to enter the battlefield with the ability of which Karmic Guide and The
Wall will take back to the battlefield. The Karmic Guide enters the battlefield and returns Reiwark. Now there are three creatures on board where previously there were none and the Walls of Foreshadowing draws a map. If it's not very good, I don't know what it does! This is the kind of game where value tends to end in a lot of decks, but
this is exactly where we can try to make it a strong exploitable combo. There are several options to explore in terms of the third creature, allowing the Reveillark and Karmic Guide combos to be repetitive and relatively safe from disruption. Staying in White provides access to the Entity Mirror, or Viscera Seer in black to enhance the
combo. The key is to find a creature that is a viable target to return from the cemetery with Reveillark, which can either kill our team or donate them at instant speed. This level of defense allows us to attack and block indefinitely without much treatment, or allows the combo to live long enough for us to be drawn into the conditions of
victory. Easier of the two Mirror Entity interactions, as it removes any worry about stacking triggers in the correct order to return the pieces to the board. The Mirror Essence ability, by paying 0, puts the whole life of all our creatures up to 0 and sends them to the cemetery at the same time. This allows us to stack any triggers that occur as
we choose, and may decide to reveillark the trigger last to bring back our combo with the loop. It is more difficult to interact with Viscera Seer because its ability requires stacking victim triggers so that the creatures enter the graveyard in a certain order to bring them back. Let's run through it to remove oscillations in the heat battle. Oh no,
someone took aim at our Visser Protz with swords. Plowshares, we will never be able to recover if we let this solve! Fortunately, we have a Reveillark and Karmic Guide on the battlefield! The first instinct for most players is to try to just donate Viscera Seer to scry 1 and then remember that they combo on board and go donate to the other
two. Unfortunately, this line of play will not cause all three creatures to return to the battlefield. To this end, we begin by sacrificing Reveillark and then, prioritized, sacrificing the Karmic Guide and Vizsera The Seer in any order. This order as we can make sure that Viscera Seer and Karmic Guide are valid targets for Reveillark's ability to
return them. It's a pesky stack that makes us do it this way, first to the last of. When we do this, the sacrifices occur on the stack in the order of Viscera Seer, Karmic Guide, and finally Reveillark. Having Reveillark off the battlefield last is a key step to make sure he has a valid goal to return. Deck: The best thing about this combo is that it
fits very well in any deck that runs white, as it is a small value engine and should not be central to your strategy when building a deck. As evidence, according to EDHREC, 74% of the decks that include Reveillark, include the Karmic Guide, with a synergy rating of 68%. Reverse comparison karmic Guide to Reveillark, there is only 45%
synergy, which indicates that Reveillark requires a little more building around than Karmic Guide does. No matter what color we want to go in there are three common categories that need to be filled, inclusion, finishers and value. Enablers: Enablers are maps that fuel combos, or at least get it all started. In this case, it's the victim of the
dots. Let's take a look at some of the best ones I found using EDHREC and see where it leads us. The Firex altar/altar of Ashnoda: Colorless and gives us an endless colorless mana for work. Viscera Seer: Allows us to scry our library to get what we want. Mirror Entity: can kill our team, but also win the condition with enough mana or
creatures. Spawning Pit: Allows us to go infinitely wide if we want to. Altar dementia: mill to win and turn on combo. Vish Kaal, Blood Referee: Possible commander and enabler. Finishers: Finishers are game enders where we have to figure out where we want to take the deck and how we win. Murderous Redcap: Kills opponents, and can
take care of any pesky creatures on the way. Venser, Shaper Savant: Bounce all the permanents that aren't yours, and set everything back to the Stone Age. The game doesn't end at this turn, but it can be as well. Kulaport Cutthroat / Blood Drain for 1 for each cycle. Sour Slime: Kill all the land and mana rocks, one at a time. Boonweaver
Giant: This is another combo on top of the one we're talking about already, we can put a template pattern on the giant, and then start to train all the big scary creatures we might want from our deck. Soul in Comorable/Soul Warden/Suture Priest: If life get your strategy, these are the cards you want. We just need an endurance test and
we'll win the game on our next content if no one stops us. Stoneforge Mystic: Find the equipment you need to voltron your way to a winning position. Meaning: Finally, we need some way to get to our combo pieces, don't just run out of things to do before we get there. That's where the value of the card comes into play. Looking through
EDHREC, the following cards are in numerous decks for good reason because they provide answers to situations while keeping you alive. Solemn Simulacrum: The engine to draw our deck and get to play all our main ground. Saffi Eriksdonner: Possible commander and backup effect for the Karmic Guide. Clone: Any clone effect will work
here, we can double our own effects as well as get the best stuff on the board or graveyard in the case of Body Double. Duplicant: Get rid of every creature on the board forever. Reclamation sage: kill artifacts and enchantments. Farhaven Elf / Knight of the White Orchid: Ramp these lands. Eternal Witness: Bring back our belongings that
were so unjustly killed. According to EDHREC, the most common commanders who control this combo are Karador, the Chief of the Ghost first, then Alesha, she who smiles death, and in the third rune of the Hidden Kingdoms. They all tend to focus on really squeezing value away from each creature, just like our combos. Answers: The
most obvious place to start is the graveyard of hatred. Rest in peace eats this combo alive, along with Scavenging Ooze or Anafenza as a general, since their effects all expel your creatures from the cemetery or stops them from going to the cemetery at all. It requires some charm and removal of creatures to protect this combo. The
combo is also weak for mass expulsion effects such as non-combat evacuation. Reveillark's ability still evokes as it emerges from the battlefield, but without the cemetery there are no valid targets. The best option is to send everyone to the cemetery in response and hope for a respirator spell. The next weak point in the combo is when
Reveillark is called is the possibility of a head-on spell, since everything else along the cycle triggers abilities that are harder to interact with other players. Fortunately, the combo can bounce back from the counter, using any other resuscitator effects in the deck to bring the creatures back to the battlefield or your hand. The last place we
could stop is the tax effects, Torpor Orb, or even the cards that punish you for putting creatures on the battlefield without throwing out of your hand. This is a consideration that is very meta and commander depends. Resolution: This debate won't really lead us just go out into the world and play the deck because it only informs us about
what choices we should make when building around Reveillark and Karmic Guide combos. To help with this, here's a deck that is a slightly modified middle deck from EDHREC. The biggest changes were put in signets and took out a couple of creatures that couldn't be targeted with Reveillark, and replaced them with some of the value
goals mentioned in the article. He ended up being a much larger instrument of the field value deck with possible combo finishers. This list can be customized to your liking and match your meta. Especially if you are someone who likes to draw cards because we lack a lot of that here. The best part about EDH is that week to week your
decks don't have to be the same. Find new things to do with it! With some combos, the condition is winning resolution spells, but in this case there is only an engine that can protect itself. There are many ways in which we can start abusing the engine to create a game winning plan. The most important thing in your game plan is to adjust it
to the meta, so that you win in a way that your group thinks is a normal way to win. Even if you find that you hate the combo plays after running Reveillark and The Karmic Guide, you will at least appreciate the power of it. This combo doesn't necessarily win the game, but if you're a player interested in going away, this combination will
satisfy you. I'll be back with another combo next time, but if you have any suggestions or questions just make a comment below! Below!
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